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Subject Name: Linux & Shell Programming  

 
UNIT – I  
Linux introduction and file system - Basic Features, Different flavors of Linux. Advantages, In-

stalling requirement, Basic Architecture of Unix/Linux system, Kernel, Shell. Linux File system-

Boot block, super block, Inode table, data blocks, How Linux access files, storage files, Linux 

standard directories. Commands for files and directories cd, ls, cp, md, rm, mkdir, rmdir, pwd, 

file, more, less, creating and viewing files using cat, file comparisons – cmp & comm, View 

files, disk related commands, checking disk free spaces. Partitioning the Hard drive for Linux, 

Installing the Linux system, System startup and shut-down process.  

UNIT–II  
Essential linux commands Understanding shells, Processes in linux - process fundamentals, con-

necting processes with pipes, Redirecting input output, manual help, Background processing, 

managing multiple processes, changing process priority with nice, scheduling of processes at 

command, cron commands, kill, ps, who, sleep, Printing commands, touch, file related com-

mands - wc, cut, dd, etc. Mathematical commands- bc, expr. Creating and editing files with vi & 

vim editor.  

UNIT–III  
System administration: Common administrative tasks, configuration and log files, Role of sys-

tem administrator, Managing user accounts-adding & deleting users, changing permissions and 

ownerships, Creating and managing groups, modifying group attributes, Temporary disable us-

er’s accounts, creating and mounting file system, file security & Permissions, becoming super 

user using su. Getting system information with uname, host name, disk partitions & sizes, users, 

kernel. Backup and restore files, installing and removing packages with rpm command. KDE & 

Gnome graphical interfaces.  

UNIT–IV  
Shell programming- Basic of shell programming, Various types of shell available in Linux, com-

parisons between various shells, shell programming in bash, read command, conditional and 

looping statements, case statements, parameter passing and arguments, Shell variables, system 

shell variables, shell keywords, Creating Shell programs for automate system tasks. Simple filter 

commands – pr, head, tail, cut, paste, sort, uniq, tr. Filter using regular expressions – grep, egrep, 

and sed.  



UNIT-V  
Basic networking administration: Setting up a LAN using Linux, choosing peer to peer vs cli-
ent/server model, setting up an Ethernet Lan, configuring host computers, checking Ethernet 
connecting, connecting to Internet, common networking administrative tasks, configuring Ether-
net, initializing Ethernet Interface, ifconfig, netstat and netconfig commands, TCP/IP network, 
DNS services, routing using Linux  
Installation & Administration of mail server, ftp server and Apache web server.  

LINUX INTRODUCTION 

Linux is a Unix like O.S. originally developed by ‘ LINUX TROVALDUS’  a student of univer-

sity of ‘HELSINKI’. LINUX has its roots in MINIX. MINIX is an educational version of Unix 

developed by Andrew Tanenbaum. LINUX TROVOLOUS and a group of programmer use 

MINIX as their base and combined their talents with it to create an O.S. called LINUX. 

LINUX was developed by thousand of developers and is available for free on the internet. 

LINUX is written and distributed under the GNU-GPL (general public licensing) which means 

that its source code is freely distributed and available to the general public. Since the complete 

source for LINUX is open and available to everyone it is also referred to as open source or free 

software. 

Technically Linux is strictly an O.S. kernel. The first Linux kernel was released in the year 1991. 

It had no networking, run only on 80836 compatible Intel microprocessor and had very limited 

device driver support. But later version of Linux come with collection of software including 

desktops, server programs, networking suits, compiler and many more utilities, making it a com-

plete O.S. typically organizations integrate the version of all these program with  the LINUX 

kernel test that everything works together and then release it. This is referred as Linux distribu-

tion. The red hat distribution is the most popular commercial distribution for the LINUX. Linux 

is ISO distributed by Debi an which is a non-profit organization. 

Linux is the number one growing version of UNIX and an ever changing growing competitor for 

windows O.S.  Linux is beginning used by number of companies as a server and other individu-

als as a home system. 

 

Difference between windows server/OS and Linux server/ OS 

 

Windows OS 

1- The windows os do not provide the open source code. 

2- The windows OS is expensive. 



3- The windows OS provide the GUI for almost every application. 

4- The architecture of windows OS is less secured. 

5- The windows OS is less stable and experiences several crashes. 

6- The windows OS suffers mainly from the security flows and thus the chances of getting a vi-

rus into the system are more. 

Linux OS 

1- The Linux OS is provided as the open source code that could be made better through sharing 

of its source code. 

2- The Linux OS is cheap. 

3- The Linux do not provide the GUI for each equivalent feature in the windows OS. 

4- The architecture of Linux OS is more secure. 

5- The Linux OS is stable and experiences less crashes. 

6- The Linux does not suffer from the any security flows and chance for contracting a virus are 

very less. 

Features of Linux 

The following are the features of the Linux OS - 

1- Multitasking- Linux is a multitasking system allowing multiple users to run multiple pro-

grams on the same system a the same time. 

2- Multiuser- It is a multiuser OS allowing multiuser to use the computer and run programs at 

the same time. 

3- Hardware Support- Linux can run on a variety of computer architectures. 

4- Reliable- The Linux is highly reliable and stable OS. 

5- Multiple Processor Support- Linux supports the use of multiple processors, more processors 

can be added without disturbing the existing H/W setup. 

6- Software Dependency- Linux implements shared liberary.This saves a large amount of space 

on the system. 

7- GUI- Linux supports the graphical user interface system.KDE and GNOME are the two major 

GUIs aiming to make Linux easy for computer users to operate. 



8- TCP/IP networking support- Linux supports most internet protocol. The TCP/IP is built into 

the Linux kernel itself. The TCP/IP is the communication protocol that binds the internet. 

9- High level security- Linux has much builts-in security to protect from unauthorized user. It 

shares the password in encrypted form which cannot be decrypted. 

10- Web Servers- Linux can be used to run web servers, for serving various application proto-

cols such as HTTP,FTP,SMPT and many more. It can also be used as an e-mail server or a file 

server. 

11- Database Support- Linux supports all major databases. All major brand like Sybase, In-

formix and oracle run well on Linux. 

12- Programming Support- Linux provide programming support for various language like C, 

C++, FORTRAN, JAVA and many more other web technologies. 

13- Free- Linux can be downloaded for free from the internet and its source code is freely avail-

able to everyone. 

14- GNU S/W Support- Linux supports a wide range of free software written by the GNU pro-

ject. Many of the essential system utilities used by Linux are GNU software. 

15- The X-Window System- The X-Window system is a very powerful graphics interface that 

allow multiple login sessions in different windows on the screen at the same time. A free version 

of X-Window system known as X free 86 is available for Linux. 

Basic architecture of Linux 

The linux os is categorized three major components namely kernel, shell and utility and applica-

tion programs. 

                                    Viewing the system as a set of layers the os is commonly called the system 

kernel. The kernel emphasize its isolation from user program. Because programs are independent 

of the underlying hardware it is easy to move them between Linux/Unix systems running on dif-

ferent hardware. 

                               Programs such as shell shown in the outer layer interact with the kernel by 

invoking a well defined set of system calls. The system call instructs the kernel to do various 

operations for the calling programs and exchange the data between the kernel and the programs. 

Kernel- The kernel is the core of the os. It performs the critical tasks that are required to main-

tain the linux environment. The kernel is the master program that controls all the resource of the 

computer. The kernel keeps track of the peripheral devices attached to the computer. 



                                When the user logs-in it is the kernel that runs init and Getty to check to see 

if you are an authorized user and have the correct password. 

                          The keeps track of all the various perform being run allocating CPU time to time 

each of them and deciding when one step and another starts. The kernel runs shell programs. The 

kernel handles the transfer of information between the computer and its peripherals like terminal, 

tape drive, printers etc. 

                              In other words the kernel is what we call an OS. The kernel is heart of 

Linux OS. 

Shell- The shell acts as an interface between the user and the kernel. The shell accept request 

from the user, passes them to kernel, the kernel than processes them and submit request to the 

hardware. 

                  The shell is often referred to as the command interpreter as it interprets the command 

given by the user. In linux the command can be either typed in through the command line or con-

tained in a file called shell script. 

                      There are a number of different types of shells found in linux OS. The major 

among them are- 

1- Bourne Shell 

2- C Shell 

3- K Shell 

4- Bash Shell 

5- TCSH Shell 

6- ASH Shell 

Bourne Shell- The Bourne shell is the most popular because it is bundled with every unix sys-

tem. The Bourne shell is the traditional Unix shell originally written by Stephen Bourne. 

C Shell- This shell is a heat with those who seriously into Unix programming. This was created 

by "Bill Joy". When passing hi graduation at the university of California. It has two major ad-

vantage over Bourne shell- 

1-Command Aliasing Feature  

2- Command History 



K Shell or Korn Shell- The K shell was designed by David Karn of AT & T (American Tele-

graph & Telecommunication) Bell Laboratory. The popularity of Bourne Shell inspired David 

Kom to develop the K shell. The K shell is very powerful and is a superset of Bourne shell. It is 

good for programming and offers a lot more capability than other. 

Bash Shell- The bash is Linux based and most widely used shell in Linux. It is an acronym for 

Bourne again shell. It is based on the original Bourne shell and has extensions similar to the K 

shell. It also provides its own further extension. The bash is not only an excellent command line 

but also a good scripting language in itself. The scripting of the shell allows you to automate a 

task which otherwise would required a lot of commands. The bash shell in linux is provides the 

facility to start multiple jobs from the same prompt. 

TCSH Shell- The TCSH shell stands for Jom's C shell and is an enhancement to the C shell. 

ASH Shell- It is a light weight Bourne shell which is suitable for computer with limited memory. 

 

Utility and application Program 

                                                        Utility are the s/w tools included with the linux os. The utility 

include various system related utility s/w such as- communication and networking file system 

utilities, disk  checking utilities, disk management utilities text and graphics editing utilities and 

as on. 

                          These utilities s/w helps os to manage and maintain the system and make it func-

tion properly. 

                          While the application programs includes word processor, spreadsheet package, 

presentation s/w, games, database s/w and others. 

File System 

        A hierarchical structure of files and directories having its separate root directory. 

Every hard disk has at least one file system on it which attached to the main file system. 

File System in Linux 

Linux uses a hierarchical file structure i.e. directories are linked in the form of a family tree. All 

the hardware devices (I/O devices, storage devices) are also treated as file. In Linux the root di-

rectories it is the main directory and all other directories are its sub-directory. 

Characteristics of Linux file system 

1- Hierarchical Structure 



2- Consistent treatment of file data. 

3- The ability to create and delete files. 

4- Dynamic growth of files. 

5- The protection of file data. 

6- The treatment of peripheral devices as file 

                              A file in Linux is a sequence of bytes. Different program expect various level 

of structure but the kernal does not impose any structure on files and no meaning is attached to 

its contents. File are organized in tree structured directory. Directories are themselves file that 

contain information on how to find other files. A path name to a file is a text string that identify a 

file by specifying a path through that directory structure to the file. 

 Every file system has these four components - 

1- Boot Block 

2- Super Block 

3- Inode Block 

4- Data Block 

Boot Block- The first block of a file system is known as boot block. It contain a small bootstrap 

program often refered to as the master boot record (MBR). The program is loaded into memory 

when the system is booted. It may load another program from the disk but eventually it load the 

kernal into memory. However the boot striping program is read in form the boot block of only 

file system. For other file systems this block is simply kept blank. 

Super Block- The boot block is followed by the super block. The super block is the balance 

sheet or accountant of every unix/linux file system. It contains global file information about disk 

uses, availablity of data blocks and inode. Its information should be correct for healthy operation 

of the system. The following are the point which shows that what the super block mainly con-

tains. 

1- The size of the file system. 

2- The block size used by the file system. 

3- The number of free data blocks available and a list of immediatelyallocable free datablocks. 

4- Number of free inodes available and a partil list of immediately useable inodes. 

5- Last time of updation. 



6- The install of the file system (whether clean or dirty). 

Inode Block- The inode block is the area containing all inodes. When a file is created and a 

inode is allocated here even through the inode contains all file attributes (except file name) it 

does not store the inode number. Since the inode are laid out sequentially the kernal uses simple 

arithmetic to identify the inode number as the index in this array of inodes. 

Data Block- All file data are stored in the data blocks which occupy most of the file system.The 

physical block is useful for reporting purpose only.However disk allocation takes place using 

different block sizes we call this logical block size and it is set at the time of installation of the 

system. The block size also determins the largest file size that the system can accomodate. How-

ever using an entire block of read/write operations means that even if u have to write 3bytes of 

data into a 1024 bytes disk block then 1021 bytes will simply be wasted. 

Inode 

A certain area of every file system is always set aside to store the attribute of all file in that  file 

system. This set of attributes is stared in a fixed format structure called inode. 

 The inode contains the following information’s about file - 

1- File Type 

2- Number of Links 

3- Owner 

4- Group 

5- File mode or permissions 

6- Number of bytes in the file 

7- Date and time of last modification 

8- Date and time of last access 

9- Date and time of last change of inode 

 

How Linux access files 

Naming conventions for files 



It is usually a good practice to given descriptive file names so that by looking the file name it self 

it is possible to identify the contains of a file. File naming in Linux follows the conventions giv-

en below- 

1- A file name can be up to 255 characters. 

2- A file name cannot contain space. 

3- Although special character are allowed but it is suggested that only these terms are used in file 

names. 

(a) Lower case letters a to z 

(b) Capital case letters A to Z 

(c) Number and (- , .) 

Path Names - A file or directory in the Linux may be offered to as follows - 

1- Full path name 

2- Partial path name 

3- Relative path name 

Full Path Name - Lists each directory starting from / (root), down to the file itself each directory 

and file name must be separated by a ( / ). 

Partial Path Name - If the file working directory as in a subdirectory below the working direc-

tory then the names of higher directories may be omitted. 

Relative Path Name - If a file directory near the working directory a relative path may be used. 

It gives the location of a directory or file or relative to the current working directory. TO do this 

following conventions are used - 

1- (single dot) current working directory 

2- (double dot) parent directory 

 

File type in linux (storage file) 

1- Ordinary files- This is the traditional file in linix. It consist of a stream of data are resident on 

some permanent magnetic media. We can put anything which we want into this type of file. This 

includes all data source program object and executable codes. In other words we can say that 

these files are used for storage of data such as text information and programs. 



2- Directory files- These files stores information about a directory its relationship with other 

directories files and subdirectories under it and related access permissions this type of file is up-

dated every time. Any atteration is made to the directory its related directories files and subdirec-

tories that reside under it is reflected in the concerned directory. 

3- Link Files or Symbolic Files- It is a file which points to the location of another file or direc-

tory unlike HDD links, a symbolic link can link files across the file system. It can be used to link 

directories also. 

4- Special or Device Files- The definition of a file has been broad ended by links to consider 

even physical device as files. This definitions includes device like printer, tap, floppy drive, 

HDD,CD-ROM etc. The working or the attributed of physical device are stared in their relevant 

device file or special file. 

5- Pipe File- The pipe files are used as pipeline channels of information, to pass the information 

from one process/command to other process/command. The pipe files hold their contents only till 

the reciving files have not read that information. 

Linux Standard Directories 

The linux uses a multilevel hierarchical directory structure on the top of this hierarchy is the root 

directory which is represented by a forward slash (/) several other directories under the root di-

rectory are - 

1- home- It is the user area for maintaining all user related files. 

2- bin- Contains all the executable files. It essentially contains commands needed during booting 

other commands required by the regular user are also mentioned in this directories. The com-

mands stored in the/bin are in the form of binary digits (0 & 1) in and that’s why it is called as 

bin directory. 

3- lib- It contains shared libraries and routines needed by different programs. These shared li-

braries are particularly important for booting the system and executing commands within the root 

file system. 

4- proc- It contains special files that either extract information from or send information to the 

kernel. 

5 usr-Contains Linux utility and libraries. It also stores those files of OS that are not evolved in 

the booting process. In the earlier version of linux it was used to stores user’s home directories. 

6- tmp- It contains Temporary files. Temporary files are those files that are not required after a 

program has been completed. 



7- sbin- The sbin directory contains system administration command intended for the root user 

of a system. 

8- dev- It stores special device files related to the peripheral device attached to the system. 

9- etc- It contains all the configuration file that are local to yhe machine such as the password 

file.The system administration and the end users need to refer to this file whenever they want to 

view system related information. 

10- mnt- This directory is reserved for temporary maintained file system such as cd-rom and 

floppy disk. 

11- var- Contains variable data files including printers log files, transient and temporary memory 

information. This directory also holds files that contains login information for the process run-

ning on linux based computer. 

 

Method of Installation of Linux 

 

The linux installation includes the following methods to carry out the installation of linux os - 

1- CD-ROM- Install linux using CD-ROM. To use this method we need to have CD-ROM drive 

and the linux CD-ROM. 

2- Hard Drive- Install linux using hard drive of yhe computer system.To use this method we 

need to copy the linux ISO images to local hard drive. 

3- Network file server- Install linux using NFS.To use this method we need to have a network 

driver disklte. 

4- FTP- Install linux directly from an ftp server. 

5- HTTP- Install linux directly from an htpp server. 

 

Steps for Installation 

We need to follow the following steps for carrying out installation of red hat linux and graphical 

mode. 

Step 1-Insert the red hat linux cd in the CD-ROM drive. The boot installer gives you two options 

text mode and graphical mode. The linux installation is user friendly through the graphical mode. 

The boot installation screen is shown below. 



-To install or upgrade red hat linux in graphical mode press the <enter> key. 

-To install or upgrade red hat linux in text mode type linux text <enter> key. 

-Use the function key listed below for mor information. 

[F1-main] [F2-option] [F3-general] [F4-kernal] [F5-rescue] boot. 

To install the linux in the graphical mode we just press the enter key. As soon as we choose the 

graphical mode for installation the utility named anaconda runs to perform the installation and 

shows the red hat linux welcome screen. 

Step 2- After the boot installation screen it shows the linux welcome screen. Click on the next to 

continue the installation of red hat linux. 

Step 3- The next screen is of language selection. In this screen we select the language which we 

want to use during installation from the list of given language. Click on the next button to con-

tinue installation. 

Step 4- At this step the keyboard configuration screen appears. Select the keyboard configuration 

that we want to use while working with our system and press the next button. 

Step 5- After keyboard configuration the mouse configuration screen will appears. Select the 

mouse configuration for the system and click on the next to continue installation. 

Step 6- In this Rhce of setup the disk partitioning setup screen appears. In this screen their are 

two option for partitioning the disk- the automatic partition and the manual partition with disk 

druid. If we want to make manual partition then we select the second option and click on next to 

continue installation. 

Step 7- This page shows the amount of free space available to make the manual partition in the 

disk. Note it this page only appear when we select the manual partition option from the previous 

screen. Click on next to continue installation. 

Step 8-After the disk setup screen the add partition dialog box is shown. Select and add the 

mount point from the drop down menu a lot space to the mount point and click ok. To continue 

the manual portioning of disk. 

Step 9- In this step we create a swap file system. In the add partition dialog box select the file 

system. Type as swap, allocate some space and click on ok to continue. 

Step 10- In this step we create root mount point. To create the root mount point click on new 

button in the disk setup screen to protect the add partition dialog box. Select the root mount point 

and click ok.To continue manual partitioning of the hard disk. 



Step 11-The disk setup screen is now displayed with complete information related to the change 

that we have to more during manual portioning of hard disk. Click on next button to continue 

installation. 

Step 12-After accepting and saving all the details formatting starts for the manual hard disk con-

figuration. After formatting is complete click the next to continue installation of red hat links. 

Step 13-At this step we have to configure the boot loader. Select the GRUB (grand unified boot 

loader) from the boot loader configuration screen. This installs the GRUB as the default boot 

loader. Click next to continue installation. 

Step 14- At this stage we have to configure the network. Select the various network devices from 

the list of network devices installed on the system from the n/w configuration screen. Click on 

edit button to configure the properties of n/w devices, such as providing IP address and net 

masking. After entering these values click on ok to return to n/w configuration screen. 

Step 15-If we want to provide the host name than we select the manual action on n/w configura-

tion screen and set a host name. After that we fill misleneous setting option on the n/w configura-

tion screen and click next to continue installation. 

Step 16-At this stage we have to configure the set of firewall if we want to install a firewall than 

we can select any of this two option – high and medium. But if we want to install no firewall 

then just select to no firewall option. Just select no firewall option after making firewall configu-

ration click on next to continue installation. 

Step 17-At this stage additional language support screen is displayed. Here we select the lan-

guage that will be used as our default language. Click on next to continue installation. 

Step 18-The time-zone selection screen is displayed. Select the time zone and click on next to 

continue installation. 

Step 19-After setting time-zone the root password screen is displayed enter the root password 

(twice) in the set root password screen and click on next to continue installation. 

NOTE- The root password should be atleast 6 character long. 

Step 20- Now the package installation default screen is displayed on the screen. It has two option 

to select the package list by using first option we can install default packages and by using sec-

ond option we can customize the list of packages to be installed. Select the second option and 

click on next to continue installation. 

Step 21- The package selection screen is now displayed. Select the various packages that we 

wish to install by checking the boxes on the package group selection screen. Click next to con-

tinue installation. 



Step 22- The next screen is about of install screen. Here the complete installation confirmation is 

made once you have click next, the installation program will began. This process cannot be un-

done. Click on next to continue the installation of the package selected in the previous stage. 

Step 23- The installing package screen is now display. This screen shows the packages, installa-

tion progress, the total progress time elapsed and remaining, respective of installing packages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-f           cutting field or field specification 

-d          delimiter specification 

10)  Command: - Sort 

Description:- 

                         The sort command orders a file in a specific order. We can arrange any file using 

sort command. It by default arranges a file in ascending order, on the first character of lines. 

Syntax:- 

               # Sort [option] file name 

Switches  

Option                                              Meaning 

-t                                                        uses delimiter char to identify fields 

-k         n                                             sorts on n field 

-k       n     m                                       starts sort on m field, end sort on n field 

-r                                                          reverses sort order 



 

11) Command: - find 

Description: - 

                          The find command to used find a file in the Linux file system. It recursively  

Examines a directory tree to look for files matching same criteria and then take some action for 

selected files. 

Syntax: - 

                  # Find b path list b selection criteria b action 

Where the path list comprises one or more subdirectories separated by white space. The selection 

criteria are used to match a file. The action is work to be performed on the files. 

 

 

 

12) Command: - mv 

 

Description: - 

                           The mv command renames (moves) files. It has two functions --- 

i. It renames or moves a file or directory. 

ii. It moves a group of file to a different directory. 

   Syntax: - 

i. # mv [option] source file or directory b target file or directory  

ii. # mv source file b new file name      rename a file  

iii. # mv dir old name b dir new name      rename a directory  

iv. # mv file1 b file2 b ----b file n b dir name   

(Moves specified files) 

This syntax moves specified file(s) to the specified directory. 

Switches: - 

Option                                                meaning 



-f                                                          moves or renames without prompting the user 

-I                                                          prompt the user before overwriting 

13) Command: - File 

Description:- 

                         The file command shows the file type of the file(s) given to it. Linux provide this 

especially for determine the file types of an ordinary file. 

Syntax: - 

i. # file b file name 

ii. # file b directory name 

In the first syntax will show the file of specified type. The second syntax will show the file type 

of all the files found in specified directory. 

 

 

 

14) Split: - 

Description: - 

                          This command splits the file data into two or more parts. Defaultly it splits the 

file into thousand lines pieces. Each piece will be stored in a file. 

Syntax: - 

i.  # split   filename  

ii. # split    filename   prefix 

iii. # split    -& filename   prefix 

The first syntax splits the file with creating new file named xaa, xab xac…………. And so on.  

The second syntax splits the file with creating new files named starting specified by prefix. 

The third syntax splits the file with specified line (size) and specified prefix. 

15) Command: - touch 

 Description: - 

                           Sometimes we require setting the modification and access times of a file or  



Directory to predefine values. The touch command changes these times. 

Syntax: - # touch [option] expression file name(s) 

Switches: - 

Option                                              meaning 

-a                                                       changes access time 

-m                                                      modification time 

Expression means combination of an 8 digit number which is in the formal of MM: DD, 

HH:MM (month, date, and hour, minute). 

16) Command: - cmp 

Description: - 

                          The cmp command is used to compare two files. This command prints the char-

acter offset and the line number of the first position where the two files differ on the standards 

output. The two files are compared byte by byte. If both files are same then the cmp command 

will not print any message. It just displays the prompt. 

Syntax: - # cmp [option] file1     file2 

Option                             Meaning 

-l                                       Display mismatch character 

17) Command: - 

Description: -  

                          The comm Command finds common data between two files this command pro-

duce three columns of txt on the standards output. The first column contains lines that are to be 

found only in the first file. The second column contains links that are to be found only in the sec-

ond file. The third column contains links common to both files. 

Syntax: - #comm [option] file1     file2 

Switches: - 

Option                                      Meaning 

-1                                               suppresses printing of lines in 1 column 

-2                                               suppresses printing of lines in 2 column 



-3                                               suppresses printing of lines in 3 column 

18) Command: - diff 

Description: - 

                          The diff command is also used to display file difference. It also tells which line 

in file has to be changed to make the two files identical. This indicates the difference between the 

file in three ways – a, d and c. the a stands for line which have been added, d for lines deleted 

and c for lines changed between the two files. 

Syntax: - # diff  file1  file2 

19) Command: - dd 

Description: - 

                          The dd command is a versatile command of Linux system, which can be used to 

perform a variety of tasks. Some of the task performed by the dd command is--- 

Syntax: - 

i. dd if =file name conv =u case of =file name 

  To convert the upper case letters into lower case letters. 

ii. dd if =file name conv =l case of = file name 

         To convert the lower case letters into upper case letters. 

iii. dd if =file name of =device name  

  To take the back up of any file on a device (tape or floppy). 

iv. dd if =device name of =file name 

   To restore a file from device. 

Miscellaneous Command: - 

1) Date: - it shows the current date, time and century of the system. 

Syntax: -# date 

2) Clear and t put command: - the clear command will clear the screen and places the 

screen and places the prompt to the upper left corner. 

Syntax: -# clear 



If you got the message clear net found then try the command t put clear. 

Syntax: - # t put   clear 

3) Cal: - the cal command is use to view the calendar of any specific month or a complete 

year of current month. 

Syntax: - # cal -> display the calendar of current month. 

                #cal [month] [year] 

Display the calendar of the specified month of specified year. 

# cal year  

Display the 12 –month calendar of specified year. 

Banner: - 

                  The banner command displays the poster. This command is used to view any 

message in a large format. This command shows a message in 10 characters wide using * 

or # signs. 

Syntax: - # banner msg 

                # Banner “msg” 

Who: - 

            This command tells the names of the user logged in to the system with their ter-

minal number date and time of login and other information. 

Syntax: - 1) who [option] 

                 2) Who am I? 

The first display information about all users. While the second syntax shows details about 

user’s computer (self information). 

Switches: - 

Option                                       Meaning 

-H                                               prints column header 

-u                                                provides a more detailed list 

 

Sleep: - 

              The sleep command use to the temporary hall the execution of system for some 

time. It is also waiting useful in introducing some delay in shell scripts. The sleep com-

mand pause the system for duration (in seconds) as specified in its argument. 

Syntax: - # sleep    time in seconds 

                # sleep n (where n = time in second) 

 

Exit or logout: -  

                            These two commands can end the current session and returns the user to 

login name to start a new session. 

Syntax: - # exit  

                # logout 



 

Disk command: - 

                              There are two major commands in Linux OS that provide the facilities 

of checking free space on the disk. They are df and du. 

Syntax: - # df [option] [file system] 

Option                                  Meaning 

-t                                            total amount of free space available in the file system. 

-k                                            shows output in units of KB. 

Du: - 

        The du (disk usage) reports the amount of disk space consumed file system. The du 

reports usage by a recursive examination of directory tree. By default du lists the usage of 

each directory and subdirectory of its argument and finally produced the summary. 

Syntax: - # du [option] [file system] 

Option                     Meaning 

-s                               shows summary only. 

-a                               all (reports on each file in a directory that in a directory that how                               

 

                                  much a file had consumed space. 

Printing command: - 

                                     Linux uses the I/O and ipr commands to print a file on the printer. 

Although the other commands in the printing subsystem are epa, eprm, and epc. 

                     The ep and epr commands used to send a file onto printer; the lpa displays the print 

queue with the job numbers, lprm is used to remove the jobs from the print queue owned by the 

administration to configure the printer.  

Syntax for lp: - # lp     filename 

                           # [option] file name 

Option                                 Meaning 

-d <printer name>             Prints the files to specified printer 

-n <no.>                               Prints the number of copies specified by number 

To the first syntax the lp command prints the specified file with only one copy. 

         To cancel the current job on any printer we use the cancel command. The cancel command 

cancels the current job specified by lp command on a specific printer. 

Syntax: - #cancel printer name 

Syntax for lpr: -  



I. # lpr      file name  

II. # lpr [option] file name 

Option                          Meaning 

-p <printer name>      prints the file to specified printer 

-# (no.)                          prints the number of copies specified by no. 

Syntax for lpq: - # lpq 

Syntax for lpr  

I. lprm      job no. 

II. lprm      - 

In the first syntax the lprm command removes only specified job where job no. is given as an 

argument. In lprm commands removes all the jobs from print queue which are owned by user. 

Syntax for lpc: -# lpc 

2 pc command [parameter(s) j] 

Mathematical command: - 

                                                Linux provides some mathematical command to perform calcula-

tion on numbers. These commands are: - 

(1) bc             (2) expr          (3) factor 

I. bc command: - the bc command provides a simple text based calculator to perform gen-

eral mathematical calculation. When we invoke bc cursor keeps on blinking. We can 

write equations or arithmetic expressions with the help of keyboard and then press enter 

to see result. The result on shown on the next line. The bc provides others feature like 

finding, squire, root converting no. from one base to another determining prime factor, 

assigning decimal places etc. to exit  from bc just type quit and press enter or press ctrl+ 

d. 

Syntax: - # bc 

Example: # bc         {calculator invoked 

                    9+7       {values given through key 

                    16         {result displayed 

                   3*6  



                   18 

                 Quit        {to exit from bc 

               Ctrl+ d      {return to prompt 

II. expr: - this command can perform the four basic arithmetic operations as well as the 

modules operation. The express is often used with command substitution to assign a vari-

able. 

Syntax: -  

#x=6    y=10     {initialization of variable 

# expr # x+# y {expr at normal look 

# 16                            {output 

# z = expr #x+ #        {expr assigning value to a variable 

# echo # z                  {printing the value of a variable  

16                               {output of variable  

~    Apostrophe symbol 

III. Factor: - this command is used to display a factor of any number. 

# Factor number 

 

Process in Linux: - 

                                 A process is simply an instance of a running program. A process is said to 
be born when the program. Starts execution and remains alive as long as the program is active. 
  So that Linux can manage the processes in the system, each process is represented by 
a task_struct    data structure (task and process are terms which Linux uses interchangeably). 
The task vector is an array of pointers to every task_struct data structure in the system. 

This means that the maximum number of processes in the system is limited by the size of 
the task vector; by default it has 512 entries. As processes are created, a new task_struct is allo-
cated from system memory and added into the task vector. To make it easy to find, the current, 
running, process is pointed to by the current pointer. 

As well as the normal type of process, Linux supports real time processes. These processes have 
to react very quickly to external events (hence the term ``real time'') and they are treated differ-
ently than normal user processes by the scheduler. Although the task_struct data structure is 
quite large and complex, but its fields can be divided into a number of functional areas: 

State 
As a process executes it changes state according to its circumstances. Linux processes 
have the following states:  
Running 
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The process is either running (it is the current process in the system) or it is ready to run 
(it is waiting to be assigned to one of the system's CPUs). 
Waiting 
The process is waiting for an event or for a resource. Linux differentiates between two 
types of waiting process; interruptible and uninterruptible. Interruptible waiting process-
es can be interrupted by signals whereas uninterruptible waiting processes are waiting di-
rectly on hardware conditions and cannot be interrupted under any circumstances. 
Stopped 
The process has been stopped, usually by receiving a signal. A process that is being de-
bugged can be in a stopped state. 
Zombie 
This is a halted process which, for some reason, still has a task_struct data structure in 
the task vector. It is what it sounds like, a dead process. 

 
 
Scheduling Information 

The scheduler needs this information in order to fairly decide which process in the system 
most deserves to run, 

Identifiers 
Every process in the system has a process identifier. The process identifier is not an index 
into the task vector, it is simply a number. Each process also has User and group identifi-
ers, these are used to control this processes access to the files and devices in the system, 

Inter-Process Communication 
Linux supports the classic Unix IPC mechanisms of signals, pipes and semaphores and 
also the System V IPC mechanisms of shared memory, semaphores and message queues. 

Links 
In a Linux system no process is independent of any other process. Every process in the 
system, except the initial process has a parent process. New processes are not created; 
they are copied, or rather cloned from previous processes. Every task_struct representing 
a process keeps pointers to its parent process and to its siblings (those processes with the 
same parent process) as well as to its own child processes. You can see the family rela-
tionship between the running processes in a Linux system using the spree command: 
Init (1)-+-crond (98) 
        |-emacs (387) 
        |-gpm (146) 
        |-inetd (110) 
        |-kerneld (18) 
        |-kflushd (2) 
        |-klogd (87) 
        |-kswapd (3) 
        |-login (160) ---bash (192) ---emacs (225) 
        |-lpd (121) 
        |-mingetty (161) 
        |-mingetty (162) 
        |-mingetty (163) 
        |-mingetty (164) 



        |-login (403) ---bash (404) ---pstree (594) 
        |-send mail (134) 
        |-syslogd (78) 
        `-update (166) 
Additionally all of the processes in the system are held in a doubly linked list whose root 
is the init processes task_struct data structure. This list allows the Linux kernel to look at 
every process in the system. It needs to do this to provide support for commands such 
as ps or kill. 

Times and Timers 
The kernel keeps track of processes creation time as well as the CPU time that it con-
sumes during its lifetime. Each clock tick, the kernel updates the amount of time 
in jiffies that the current process has spent in system and in user mode. Linux also sup-
ports process specific interval timers, processes can use system calls to set up timers to 
send signals to them when the timers expire. These timers can be single-shot or periodic 
timers. 

File system 
Processes can open and close files as they wish and the processes task_struct contains 
pointers to descriptors for each open file as well as pointers to two VFS inodes. The first 
is to the root of the process (its home directory) and the second is to its current 
or pwd directory. pwd is derived from the UNIX command pwd, print working directory. 
These two VFS inodes have their count fields incremented to show that one or more pro-
cesses are referencing them. This is why you cannot delete the directory that a process 
has as its pwd directory set to, or for that matter one of its sub-directories. 

Virtual memory 
Most processes have some virtual memory (kernel threads and daemons do not) and the 
Linux kernel must track how that virtual memory is mapped onto the system's physical 
memory. 

Processor Specific Context 
A process could be thought of as the sum total of the system's current state. Whenever a 
process is running it is using the processor's registers, stacks and so on. This is the pro-
cesses context and, when a process is suspended, all of that CPU specific context must be 
saved in the task_struct for the process. When a process is restarted by the scheduler its 
context is restored from here.  

 
Mechanism of process creation: - 

                                                                      A new process is created because an existing process 
makes an exact copy of itself. This child process has the same environment as its parent, only the 
process ID number is different. This procedure is called forking. 

After the forking process, the address space of the child process is overwritten with the new pro-
cess data. This is done through an exec call to the system. 

The fork-and-exec mechanism thus switches an old command with a new, while the environment 
in which the new program is executed remains the same, including configuration of input and 
output devices, environment variables and priority. This mechanism is used to create 
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all UNIX processes, so it also applies to the Linux operating system. Even the first process, init, 
with process ID 1, is forked during the boot procedure in the so-called bootstrapping procedure. 

This scheme illustrates the fork-and-exec mechanism. The process ID changes after the fork pro-
cedure: 

Figure 4-1. Fork-and-exec mechanism 

 

There are a couple of cases in which init becomes the parent of a process, while the process was 
not started by init, as we already saw in the pstree example. Many programs, for in-
stance, demonize their child processes, so they can keep on running when the parent stops or is 
being stopped. A window manager is a typical example; it starts a term process that generates a 
shell that accepts commands. The window manager then denies any further responsibility and 
passes the child process to init. Using this mechanism, it is possible to change window managers 
without interrupting running applications. 

Every now and then things go wrong, even in good families. In an exceptional case, a process 
might finish while the parent does not wait for the completion of this process. Such an unburied 
process is called a zombie process. 
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Connecting Process with pipes: -Pipes can be used in threads and processes. The program below 

demonstrates how pipes can be used in processes. A new process can be created using the system 

call fork (). It returns two different values to the child and parent. The value 0 is returned to the 

child (new) process and the PID (Process ID) of the child is returned to the parent process. This 

is used to distinguish between the two processes. In the program given below, the child process 

waits for the user input and once an input is entered, it writes into the pipe. And the parent pro-

cess reads from the pipe. 

I/O Redirection 

In this lesson, we will explore a powerful feature used by many command line programs 
called input/output redirection. As we have seen, many commands such as ls print their output 
on the display. This does not have to be the case, however. By using some special notation we 
can redirect the output of many commands to files, devices, and even to the input of other com-
mands. 

Standard Output 

Most command line programs that display their results do so by sending their results to a facility 
called standard output. By default, standard output directs its contents to the display. To redirect 
standard output to a file, the ">" character is used like this: 

[root@localhost ~]# ls > file_list.txt 

In this example, the ls command is executed and the results are written in a file named 
file_list.txt. Since the output of ls was redirected to the file, no results appear on the display. 

Each time the command above is repeated, file_list.txt is overwritten (from the beginning) with 
the output of the command ls. If you want the new results to be appended to the file instead, use 
">>" like this: 

[root@localhost ~]# ls >> file_list.txt 

When the results are appended, the new results are added to the end of the file, thus making the 
file longer each time the command is repeated. If the file does not exist when you attempt to ap-
pend the redirected output, the file will be created. 

Standard Input 

Many commands can accept input from a facility called standard input. By default, standard in-
put gets its contents from the keyboard, but like standard output, it can be redirected. To redirect 
standard input from a file instead of the keyboard, the "<" character is used like this: 

[[root@localhost ~]# Sort < file_list.txt 



In the above example we used the sort command to process the contents of file_list.txt. The re-
sults are output on the display since the standard output is not redirected in this example. We 
could redirect standard output to another file like this: 

[root@localhost ~]# sort < file_list.txt > sorted_file_list.txt 

As you can see, a command can have both its input and output redirected. Be aware that the or-
der of the redirection does not matter. The only requirement is that the redirection operators (the 
"<" and ">") must appear after the other options and arguments in the command. 

 

Background Process: - 

                                    Definition: Unlike with a foreground process, the shell does not have to 

wait for a background process to end before it can run more processes. Within the limit of the 

amount of memory available, you can enter many background commands one after another. To 

run a command as a background process, type the command and add a space and an ampersand 

to the end of the command. For example: 

#  command1 & 

Immediately after entering the above command, the shell will execute the command. While that 
is running in the background, the shell prompt (% for the C Shell, and $ for the Bourne Shell and 
the Koran Shell) will return. At this point, you can enter another command for either foreground 
or background process. Background jobs are run at a lower priority to the foreground jobs. 

You will see a message on the screen when a background process is finished running. 

Changing Process Priority: - 

                                        When talking about processes priority is all about managing proces-

sor time. The Processor or CPU is like a human juggling multiple tasks at the same time. 

Sometimes we can have enough room to take on multiple projects. Sometimes we can only 

focus on one thing at a time. Other times something important pops up and we want to devote 

all of our energy into solving that problem while putting less important tasks on the back 

burner. 

In Linux we can set guidelines for the CPU to follow when it is looking at all the tasks it has 

to do. These guidelines are called niceness or nice value. The Linux niceness scale goes from 

-20 to 19. The lower the number the more priority that task gets. If the niceness value is high 
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number like 19 the task will be set to the lowest priority and the CPU will process it whenever 

it gets a chance. The default nice value is zero. 

By using this scale we can allocate our CPU resources more appropriately. Lower priority 

programs that are not important can be set to a higher nice value, while high priority programs 

like daemons and services can be set to receive more of the CPU’s focus. You can even give a 

specific user a lower nice value for all of his/her processes so you can limit their ability to 

slow down the computer’s core services. 

Syntax: - 

                # nice [option] command 

Option                                              Meaning 

-n                                                      explicitly specify the nice value. 

Connecting process with tee: - 

                                                      ee is normally used to split the output of a program so that it 
can be seen on the display and also be saved in a file. The command can also be used to capture 
intermediate output before the data is altered by another command or program. The tee command 
reads standard input, then writes its content to standard output and simultaneously copies it into 
the specified file(s) or variables. The syntax differs depending on the command's implementa-
tion: 

UNIX-like 

tee [-a] [-i] [File ...] 

Arguments: 

 File One or more files that will receive the "tee-d" output. 

Flags: 

 -a Appends the output to the end of File instead of writing over it. 

 -i Ignores interrupts. 

The command returns the following exit values (exit status): 

 0 The standard input was successfully copied to all output files. 

 >0 an error occurred. 
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Using process substitution lets more than one process read the standard output of the originating 
process. Read this example from GNU Coreutils, tee invocation. 

Note: If a write to any successfully opened File operand is not successful, writes to other suc-
cessfully opened File operands and standard output will continue, but the exit value will be >0. 

4DOS and 4NT 

tee [/A] file... 

Arguments: 

 file One or more files that will receive the "tee'd" output. 

Flags: 

 /A Append the pipeline content to the output file(s) rather than overwriting them. 

Note: When tee is used with a pipe, the output of the previous command is written to 
a temporary file. When that command finishes, tee reads the temporary file, displays the output, 
and writes it to the file(s) given as command-line argument. 

Windows Power Shell 

tee [-File Path] <String> [-Input Object <Subject>] 

tee -Variable <String> [-InputObject <Project>] 

Arguments: 

 -Input Object <Project> specifies the object input to the cmdlet. The parameter accepts 
variables that contain the objects and commands or expression that return the objects. 

 -File Path <String> specifies the file where the camlet stores the object. The parameter ac-
cepts wildcard characters that resolve to a single file. 

 -Variable <String> A reference to the input objects will be assigned to the specified varia-
ble. 

Note: tee is implemented as a Read-only command alias. The internal camlet name 
is Microsoft.PowerShell.Utility\Tee-Object. 

  

UNIX-like 

 To view and save the output from a command (lint) at the same time: 

Lint program’s | tee program. Lint 

This displays the standard output of the command lint program’s at the workstation, and at the 
same time saves a copy of it in the file program. Lint. If a file named program. Lint already ex-
ists, it is deleted and replaced. 
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 To view and append the output from a command to an existing file: 

Lint program’s | tee -a program. Lint 

This displays the standard output of the lint program’s command at the workstation and at the 
same time appends a copy of it to the end of the program. Lint file. If the program. Lint file does 
not exist, it is created. 

 To allow escalation of permissions: 

 
Echo "Body of file..." | suds tee root_owned_file > /dev/null 

Scheduling of Processes: -Scheduling Mechanism: how to switch. 

 Scheduling Policy: when to switch and what process to choose. Some schedule- 

ing objectives: 

{fast process response time 

{avoidance of process starvation 

{Good throughput for background jobs 

{Support for soft real time processes 

Linux uses dynamically assigned process priorities for non real-time processes. 

Processes running for a long time have their priorities decreased while pro- 

Cesses that are waiting have their priorities increased dynamically. 

How do I configure batch jobs under Fedora Linux? 

A. Linux provides batch and at command using at package. You need to install this package to 

use at and batch command. These commands read commands from keyboard or a specified file 

which are to be executed at a later time, 

=> at - executes commands at a specified time. 

=> atq - lists the user's pending jobs, unless the user is the super user; in that case, everybody's 

jobs are listed. The format of the output lines (one for each job) is: Job number, date, hour, job 

class. 



=> atrm - deletes jobs, identified by their job number. 

batch executes commands when system load levels permit; in other words, when the load aver-

age drops below 1.5 or the value specified in the invocation of atrun. 

To execute a one-time task type batch command:  

# batch  

Now you will see at> prompt. 

Type command and press ctrl+d to save job. 

According to man page:  

At allows fairly complex time specifications, extending the POSIX.2 standard. It accepts times of 

the form HH:MM to run a job at a specific time of day. (If that time is already past, the next day 

is assumed.) You may also specify midnight, noon, or teatime (4pm) and you can have a time-of-

day suffixed with AM or PM for running in the morning or the evening. You can also say what 

day the job will be run, by giving a date in the form month-name day with an optional year, or 

giving a date of the form MMDDYY or MM/DD/YY or DD.MM.YY. The specification of a date 

must follow the specification of the time of day. You can also give times like now + count time-

units, where the time-units can be minutes, hours, days, or weeks and you can tell at to run the 

job today by suffixing the time with today and to run the job tomorrow by suffixing the time with 

tomorrow. 

For example, to run a job at 4pm three days from now, you would do at 4pm + 3 days, to run a 

job at 10:00am on July 31, you would do at 10am Jul 31 and to run a job at 1am tomorrow, you 

would do at 1am tomorrow. 

$ at 1am tomorrow  

 

Cron 

Cron is a daemon that executes scheduled commands. Cron is started automatically from 
/etc/init.d on entering multi-user run levels. Cron searches its spool area 
(/var/spool/cron/crontabs) for crontab files (which are named after accounts in /etc/passwd); 
crontabs found are loaded into memory. Note that crontabs in this directory should not be ac-
cessed directly - the crontab command should be used to access and update them. 

Cron also reads /etc/crontab, which is in a slightly different format. Additionally, cron reads the 
files in /etc/cron.d. 

Cron then wakes up every minute, examining all stored crontabs, checking each command to see 
if it should be run in the current minute. When executing commands, any output is mailed to the 
owner of the crontab (or to the user named in the MAILTO environment variable in the crontab, 
if such exists). The children copies of cron running these processes have their name coerced to 
uppercase, as will be seen in the syslog and ps output. 



Additionally, cron checks each minute to see if its spool directory's modtime (or the modtime on 
/etc/crontab) has changed, and if it has, cron will then examine the modtime on all crontabs and 
reload those which have changed. Thus cron need not be restarted whenever a crontab file is 
modified. Note that the crontab(1) command updates the modtime of the spool directory when-
ever it changes a crontab. 

Special considerations exist when the clock is changed by less than 3 hours, for example at the 
beginning and end of daylight savings time. If the time has moved forwards, those jobs which 
would have run in the time that was skipped will be run soon after the change. Conversely, if the 
time has moved backwards by less than 3 hours, those jobs that fall into the repeated time will 
not be re-run. 

Only jobs that run at a particular time (not specified as @hourly, nor with '*' in the hour or mi-
nute specifier) are affected. Jobs which are specified with wild cards are run based on the new 
time immediately. 

Clock changes of more than 3 hours are considered to be corrections to the clock, and the new 
time is used immediately. 

In Debian and Redhat cron treats the files in /etc/cron.d as extensions to the /etc/crontab file 
(they follow the special format of that file, i.e. they include the user field). The intended purpose 
of this feature is to allow packages that require finer control of their scheduling than the 
/etc/cron.{daily,weekly,monthly} directories allow to add a crontab file to /etc/cron.d. Such files 
should be named after the package that supplies them. Files must conform to the same naming 
convention as used by run-parts: they must consist solely of upper- and lower-case letters, digits, 
underscores, and hyphens. Like /etc/crontab, the files in the /etc/cron.d directory are monitored 
for changes. 

You should use absolute path names for commands like /bin/ls. This is to insure you call the cor-
rect command. 

Syntax: - # sort –r student > stud list 

[ctrl +z] 

[1] stopped sort –r student > stud list 

# bg 

[1] sort –r student> studlist 

Kill command: -Linux and all other UNIX like oses comes with kill command. The command 

kill sends the specified signal (such as kill process) to the specified process or process group. If 

no signal is specified, the TERM signal is sent. 



Kill process using kill command under Linux/UNIX 

kill command works under both Linux and UNIX/BSD like operating systems. 

Step #1: First, you need to find out process PID (process id) 

Use ps command or pidof command to find out process ID (PID). Syntax: 

ps aux | grep processname 

pidof processname 

For example if process name is lighttpd, you can use any one of the following command to ob-

tain process ID: 

# ps aux | grep lighttpd Output: 

lighttpd  3486  0.0  0.1   4248  1432 ?        S    Jul31   0:00 /usr/sbin/lighttpd -f 

/etc/lighttpd/lighttpd.conf 

lighttpd  3492  0.0  0.5  13752  3936 ?        Ss   Jul31   0:00 /usr/bin/php5-cg 

OR use pidof command which is use to find the process ID of a running program: 

# pidof lighttpd  

PS command: -ps is the shortage for Process Status. The command should be used to display the 
currently running processes on Unix/Linux systems. If you know the 'Task-Manager' which pops 
up under Windows NT/2000/XP when you press CTRL+ALT+DEL then you have a clue what 
ps does under Unix/Linux. Ps can show you the running processes on your system in different 
ways. I will describe the basic ones you should know. 

Editor: -The Linux vi editor is a great tool to edit files in the Linux command line terminal. It has 
been a popular text editor to edit server configuration files and programs for so long. Almost all 
Linux distributions include vi editor in default installation. Now, let's learn how to edit file with 
vi editor. The syntax used to edit file using vi editor is the same as create a new file. To edit a file 
in Linux system, you can change directory or just provide the path to the directory where the file 
resides. 

The editors are commonly have two types 

1) Line editors 

2) screen editors 



ed is a line editor for the Unix operating system. It was one of the first end-user programs hosted 
on the system and has been standard in Unix-based systems ever since.[1] ed was originally writ-
ten in PDP-11/20 assembler by Ken Thompson in 1971. Ken Thompson was very familiar with 
an earlier editor known as qed from University of California at Berkeley, Ken Thompson's alma 
mater; he reimplemented qed on the CTSS and Multics systems, so it is natural that he carried 
many features of qed forward into ed.[2] Ken Thompson's versions of qed were the first to im-
plementregular expressions, an idea that had previously been formalized in a mathematical pa-
per, which Ken Thompson had read. The implementation of regular expressions in ed is consid-
erably less general than the implementation in qed. 

ed went on to influence ex, which in turn spawned vi. The non-interactive Unix com-
mand grep was inspired by a common special uses of qed and later ed, where the com-
mand g/re/p means globally search for the regular expression re and print the lines containing it. 
The Unix stream editor, sed implemented many of the scripting features of qed that were not 
supported by ed on Unix; sed, in turn, influenced the design of the programming language AWK, 
which in turn inspired aspects of Perl. 

Vi editor: -The vi editor is the most popular editor in linux. The current version is really "vim", 
but to invoke it simply type "vi". The text format that vi uses is the most plain elementary text 
format that exists, the ascii format. But files created by vi can be run through other programs that 
convert the files to other formats, if desired. 

Open a terminal window in your linux system and click on it to make sure it is active. You will 
do all your work in the terminal window. If you are not already familiar with how to open a ter-
minal window, find what directory you are in, list the files in a directory, move files, copy files, 
rename files, execute programs, add missing commands and linux command line operations in a 
terminal window you should first read my article how to use linux terminal . 

To edit an existing file named "xyz", or create a new file named "xyz", type "vi xyz". When in 
vi, there are two major modes, the input mode and the edit mode. In the input mode, anything 
you type goes into the file. In the edit mode you can move around the file, copy, delete etc. Hit 
the "Esc" key to get from the input mode to the edit mode. When in the edit mode the mouse is 
not used to move the cursor, keyboard commands are used. The arrow keys move the cursor up, 
down, right, left. The spacebar moves the cursor to the right. "$" moves the cursor to the end of 
the present line. The "enter" key moves the cursor to the beginning of the next line. "237" then 
the "enter" key will move ahead 237 lines in the file, unless there are less than 237 lines in the 
file, in which case the cursor will not move. Type "1G" to jump to the top of the file, "G" to 
move to the end of the file. 

When the cursor is moved to a particular letter in a word in the file, press "a" to enter the insert 
mode after that letter, press "i" to enter the insert mode just before that letter. Type what you 
want in the insert mode then hit the "Esc" key to leave the insert mode and get back to the edit 
mode. 

To write the file to disk and exit vi, type ":wq". To exit without saving the changes you have 
made, type ":q!". 
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Command and Input Mode 

The hardest thing to understand about vi is the concept of modes. When using vi, you're always 
in either Command or Input mode. Unfortunately there's no clue as to which mode is currently 
active. In Command mode, you can move the cursor, search for characters, and delete existing 
text. But to enter or edit new text, you have to switch to Input mode. 

 

When you start vi, you're in Command mode. To enter Input mode, type the letter a (lowercase 
only) to signal that you want to add text after the cursor position. Press esc to switch back to 
Command mode at any time. 

Here's how to create a file from scratch using vi. To start, create a new file named cow.joke by 
typing 

vi cow.joke 

vim editor: -Vim  is a text editor that is upwards compatible to Vi.  It can be used 
       to edit all kinds of plain text.  It is especially useful  for  editing 
       programs. 
 
       There  are a lot of enhancements above Vi: multi level undo, multi win- 
       dows and buffers, syntax highlighting, command line  editing,  filename 
       completion,   on-line   help,   visual  selection,  etc..   See  ":help 
       vi_diff.txt" for a summary of the differences between Vim and Vi. 
 
       While running Vim a lot of help can be obtained from the  on-line  help 
       system,  with the ":help" command.  See the ON-LINE HELP section below. 
 
       Most often Vim is started to edit a single file with the command 
 
            vim file 
 
       More generally Vim is started with: 
 
            vim [options] [filelist] 
 
       If the filelist is missing, the editor will start with an empty buffer. 
       Otherwise  exactly  one out of the following four may be used to choose 
       one or more files to be edited. 
 
 

Joe editor: -JOE includes an integrated help system and a reminder of how to get help is always 
on the screen. The key sequences in JOE are similar to those of WordStar and Turbo C: many are 
combinations of the Control key and another key, or combinations of Ctrl+K and another key, or 
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combinations of the Escape key and another key. Numerous settings are also available through 
Ctrl+T. The program is generally customizable through an extensive configuration file, and it 
supports color syntax highlighting for numerous popular file formats, a feature that is also con-
figurable. 

JOE comes with macro files that emulate Emacs keybindings (when invoked as 
jmacs), Pico (when invoked as jpico), or WordStar (when invoked as jstar). There is also a vari-
ant called "rjoe", which is restricted in that it allows one to edit only the files specified on the 
command line (which can be useful to enforce the principle of least privilege). 

While the user interface of the editor is reminiscent of DOS editors, it also includes the typi-
cal Unix editor features such as internal command history, tab completion in file selection men-
us, regular expression search system and the ability to filter (pipe) arbitrary blocks of text 
through any external command. 

 

Shell Scripting: -A shell script is a script written for the shell, or command line interpreter, of 
an operating system. The shell is often considered a simple domain-specific programming lan-
guage.[1] Typical operations performed by shell scripts include file manipulation, program execu-
tion, and printing text. 

Many shell script interpreters double as command line interface, such as the various Unix 
shells, Windows Power Shell or the MS-DOS COMMAND.COM. Others, such 
as AppleScript or the graphical Windows Script Host (WScript.exe), add scripting capability to 
computing environments without requiring a command line interface. Other examples 
of programming languages primarily intended for shell scripting include DCL and JCL. 

In its most basic form, a shell script can provide a convenient variation of a system command 
where special environment settings, command options, or post-processing is applied automatical-
ly, but in a way that allows the new script to still act as a fully normal Unix command. 

One example would be to create a version of ls, the command to list files, giving it a shorter 
command name of l, which would be normally saved in a user's bin directory 
as/home/username/bin/l, and a default set of command options pre-supplied. 

#!/bin/sh 
 
LC_COLLATE=C ls -FCas "$@" 

Here, the first line (Shebang) indicates which interpreter should be used to execute the rest of the 
script, and the second line makes a listing with options for file format indicators, columns, all 
files (none omitted), and a size in blocks. The LC_COLLATE=C sets the default collation order 
to not fold upper and lower case together, and the "$@" causes any parameters given to l to be 
passed through as parameters to ls, so that all of the normal options and other syntax known to ls 
can still be used. 

The user would then be able to simply use l for the most commonly used short listing. 

Another example of a shell script that could be used as a shortcut would be to print a list of all 
the files or directory[s] within a given directory. 
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#!/bin/sh 
  
clear 
ls -l -a 

 

In this case, the shell script would start with its normal starting line of #!/bin/sh. Following this, 
the script executes the command clear which clears terminal of all text before going to the next 
line. The following line provides the main function of the script. The ls -l -a command list the 
files and directories that are in the directory that the script is being run in. The ls command at-
tributes could be changed to reflect the needs of the user. 

Conditional statement in shell scripting: -The last of the basic building blocks of shell scripting 

are conditional statements, allowing you to decide programmatically whether to execute a block 

of statements based on a logical test, and flow control statements, the great innovation from the 

earliest days of programming where you could have a block of code execute more than once. We 

explore both of these in this column and, finally, are done with the proverbial Lego blocks of 

scripting, allowing us to start exploring how to solve complex scripting problems with novel and 

unique combinations of simple statements. 

While loop: -The while construct allows for repetitive execution of a list of commands, as long 
as the command controlling the while loop executes successfully (exit status of zero). The syntax 
is: 

while  

CONTROL-COMMAND;  

do  

CONSEQUENT-COMMANDS;  

done 

CONTROL-COMMAND can be any command(s) that can exit with a success or failure status. 
The CONSEQUENT-COMMANDS can be any program, script or shell construct. 

As soon as the CONTROL-COMMAND fails, the loop exits. In a script, the command follow-
ing the done statement is executed. 

The return status is the exit status of the last CONSEQUENT-COMMANDS command, or zero 
if none was executed. 

 
#!/bin/bash 
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# This script opens 4 terminal windows. 
 
i="0" 
 
while [ $i -lt 4 ] 
do 
xterm & 
i=$[$i+1] 
done 

for loop: -In bash there are two types of for loops: "old" and "new" (C-style). The latter is much 

better and unless you need to do something for which old for loop is especially suitable you 

should avoid using old syntax. Forget about silly noise about compatibility. Bash is now standard 

de-facto and is available of most operating systems. It is still not available by default on HP-UX 

11, but precompiled version exists and is easily installable.   It is easier to install bash on all sys-

tems that struggle with compatibility questions (ksh93 is an alternative and its more reliable).  

$ cat > mtable 

#!/bin/sh 

# 

#Script to test for loop 

# 

# 

if [ $# -eq 0 ] 

then 

echo "Error - Number missing form command line argument" 

echo "Syntax : $0 number" 

echo "Use to print multiplication table for given number" 

exit 1 

fi 

n=$1 

for i in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

do 

echo "$n * $i = `expr $i \* $n`" 

done 

System Administration: -Linux system administration has a place of its own in the hierarchy of 

information technology specializations. Some people excel in special areas of free software tech-

nology but haven't needed to learn system administration. For example, you may specialize in 

configuring e-mail or writing applications using Apache and MySQL. You may focus only on 

Domain Names Services and know esoteric ways of setting up servers on provider lines that fre-



quently change IP addresses. But if I asked you to babysit a busy server or servers, you might not 

have the temperament or have learned the plethora of skills required to do so. 

The above does not mean that good system administrators do not excel in areas such as configur-

ing Apache, maintaining DNS zone files or writing Perl Scripts. It simply means that if you want 

to work as a system administrator in the Linux world, you need to know how to do everything 

from installing a server to securing the filesystem from mischievous crackers on the Internet. In 

between, you need to prepare your system to recover from the myriad ways a server can fail. 

Consider, for example, a case in which you find that one of the Web sites you manage has gone 

down; the server has locked up and nothing works. How do you recover in the fastest possible 

way? Such an event happened to me two weeks ago. One of my articles wound up on Slash-

dot.org, Digg.com, NewsForge and other sites at the same time. None of my colleagues had seen 

that much traffic on a Linux site before. Aside from the several million hits on our server, we had 

a quarter of a million unique visitors concentrated in a five-hour period. 

When you see that kind of traffic, you don't want the server to go down or you'll miss new read-

ers. In our situation, a reboot allowed the system to return to service for a few minutes, but then 

it locked up again. Normally, we used less than ten percent of our system resources, so we 

thought we had prepared for the hottest day of the year. 

Knowing the server and all the running processes, we could shut some down and focus on allow-

ing a massive increase in simultaneous connections to our database. Although we have several 

thousand subscribers, we turned off processes such as those that restricted comments to regis-

tered readers. In the end, we made it through the day with only a short period of down time. But 

the surge of traffic rocked our boats. 

Service outages such as the one described above can happen in the confines of a private network. 

Many services experience peak usage at specific times. For example, administrators know that 

one of the heaviest loads they'll have during the day occurs first thing in the morning, when peo-

ple check their e-mail. People arrive at work about the same time, crank up their e-mail clients 

and read mail while drinking coffee. 

The mail server might experience 75% of its use between 8 and 10 AM. Gateway traffic also 

increases and bandwidth on the network bogs down. Should you provide separate dedicated 

servers for mail, routing, proxy and gateway services? The majority of IT shops do that. 

What if those computers averaged only 10% of CPU and memory capacity during the course of 

the day, but required 75% of resources for only a couple of hours a day, five days a week? Ra-

ther than buying individual computers, vendors have started recommending higher capacity ma-

chines and creating virtual severs. 



You might want to configure a little larger metal to provide virtual machines for e-mail and re-

lated applications. Then, using Xen for example, you could let each application run in its own 

space. In that case, you might find server capacity utilization running around 50%, which helps 

maximize your resources and reduces server sprawl. 

A system administrator should know how to climb a learning curve quickly. If a new technology 

arrives, such as virtualization, you need to master it before it masters you. You also need to know 

how to apply it in your environment. 

What kinds of tasks occupy a system administrators day? That depends on the environment in 

which he or she works. You may find yourself managing dozens or even hundreds of Web serv-

ers. In contrast, you might find yourself running a local area network that supports knowledge 

workers and/or developers. 

Regardless of your environment, you will find that some tasks are common to all system admin-

istration functions. For example, monitoring system services and starting and stopping them 

takes on a role of its own. Your Linux box might appear to be running smoothly while one or 

more processes have stopped. A Linux server might seem happy on the outside, for example, 

while the database serving Web pages has failed. 

When services to users become critical needs, you need to be prepared and stay ahead of prob-

lems. Imagine a failed printing job is locking up a queue, keeping users from getting their docu-

ments printed. Do you wait to do something until you hear from irate users, or do you have a 

way to stay ahead of the problem? 

Most system administrators have to face the fact that something will happen at some point that 

causes down time. Such events usually occur outside of our control. Perhaps your system incurs 

a power outage or spike. Sometimes a system bug pops up due to a combination of factors that 

exist only on your server; it's something that never occurred during project testing. In reality, 

sysadmins never know when a problem will occur; they only know that eventually one will arise. 

Administrators need to monitor their systems in an efficient and effective manner. To this end, 

many administrators have discovered a plethora of monitoring and alert tools within the Free 

Software community. Some require you to log into a remote system by SSH and run command-

line tools such as pstree, lsof, dstat and chkconfig. 

Another useful monitoring tool is Checkservice, which provides the status of services on (re-

mote) hosts. It provides results by way of logs, a PHP status page or output to other tools. Some 

administrators like tiger, which performs a thorough check of a system and reports the results to 

a log file. You can find a list and explanation of tools for Debian here. 

http://www.debianhelp.co.uk/adminutilities.htm


When you have to monitor a larger server farm and do not want to spend all your time logging 

into remote servers and running command-line tests, look for free software tools you can use 

with a browser. I like a tool called monit. This monitoring and alert system works on a number 

of Linux-type systems. Monit provides a system administrator with the ability to define, manage 

and monitor processes, the filesystem and even devices. You also can configure monit to restart 

processes if they fail. 

Stanford University keeps an updated list of network monitoring tools and sponsors a working 

group called the Internet End-to-End Performance Monitoring Group. Be sure to check out 

the latest tools at the top of the Stanford list. Cacti, for example, has become one of the more 

popular tools among system administrators. 

Professional Linux system administration requires you to know a broad number of tasks associ-

ated with networking and providing services to users. It takes a special breed of person to work 

in this capacity. Obviously, many people have both the character and the interest to do the job. 

Over the next few months, we will explore the tasks that make up Linux system administration. 

Managing user account: - 

The term user in Unix/Linux is not meant to be only a person, it can represent or an application 

as well. For the creation and maintenance of user account Linux provide three commands – 

1) User add 

2) User mod 

3) User del 

1) User add (adding users): - 

Syntax: -  

[root@localhost ~]#useradd [option list] username 

We can add a user with the users add command. Creating a user involves defining the following 

parameters – 

1) A user identification (UIO) number and user name. 

2) A group identification number (GID) and group name. 

3) The home directory. 
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4) The log in shell. 

5) The log in/var/mail. 

6) The password. 

Most of these parameters are found in a single line identifying the user in /etc/passwd file. 

Option                        Meaning 

-u                                user id 

-g                                group name 

-c                                log in name  

-d                                home directory 

-s                                log in shell 

-m                               ensures that the home directory is created if it doesn’t exist. 

Example  

User add –u 515 –g h/w –c “IT” –d /home/miit -s/bin/bash –m miit 

/etc/passwd 

Modifying User Property (with user mod): - The user mod is used for modifying some of the 

parameters set with user add command. The general syntax for user mod command is – 

Syntax: -  

[root@localhost ~]#usermod [option] newvalue username  

Example: - user mod –s /bin/ks miit 

In the above example the log in shell of the user miit has been changed from bash to ksh.  

User –d home| new miit        miit 

In the above example the home directory miit has been changed. 



User del command: - the user del command is used delete the user. It must be noted that the 

user del command only removes all entries relative to a particular user from /etc/passwd, 

/etc/shadow/etc/group. The user’s home directory and files doesn’t get deleted in this process and 

has to be removed separately, if required. 

Syntax: -  

[root@localhost ~]#user del, user name 

Example: - user del miit 

Creating Group: - You can use the user add or user mod commands to add a user to a group. 

The User add command creates a new user or update default new user information. The usermod 

command modifies a user account i.e. it is useful to add user to existing group. There are two 

types of group. First is primary user group and other is secondary group. All user account related 

information is stored in /etc/passwd, /etc/shadow and /etc/group files to store user information. 

User add Example - Add A New User To Secondary Group 

You need to the user add command to add new users to existing group (or create a new group 

and then add user). If group does not exist, create it. The syntax is as follows: 

user add -G {group-name} username  

In this example, create a new user called vivek and add it to group called developers. First login 

as a root user (make sure group developers exists), enter: 

# grep developers /etc/group  

Output: 

developers:x:1124: 

If you do not see any output then you need to add group developers using groupadd command: 

# groupadd developers  

Next, add a user called vivek to group developers: 

# useradd -G developers vivek  

Setup password for user vivek: 

# passwd vivek  
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Ensure that user added properly to group developers: 

# id vivek Output: 

uid=1122(vivek) gid=1125(vivek) groups=1125(vivek),1124(developers) 

Please note that capital G (-G) option add user to a list of supplementary groups. Each group is 

separated from the next by a comma, with no intervening whitespace. For example, add user jer-

ry to groups admins, ftp, www, and developers, enter: 

# useradd -G admins,ftp,www,developers jerry  

useradd example - Add a new user to primary group 

To add a user tony to group developers use following command: 

# useradd -g developers tony  

# id tony  

Sample outputs: 

uid=1123(tony) gid=1124(developers) groups=1124(developers) 

Please note that small -g option add user to initial login group (primary group). The group name 

must exist. A group number must refer to an already existing group. 

User mod example - Add a existing user to existing group 

Add existing user tony to ftp supplementary/secondary group with user mod command using -a 

option ~ i.e. add the user to the supplemental group(s). Use only with -G option : 

# user mod -a -G ftp tony  

Changing file permission ownership: -Just as every user has an id and is a member of one pri-
mary group, so every file on a Linux system has one owner and one group associated with it. 
Ordinary files 
Use the ls -l command to display the owner and group. 
 
Listing 3. Determining file ownership 

                     
[ian@echidna ~]$ ls -l /bin/bash .bashrc helloworld.C  



-rw-r--r--. 1 ian  ian            124 Mar 31  2010 .bashrc 
-rwxr-xr-x. 1 root root        943360 May 21  2010 /bin/bash 
-rw-rw-r--. 1 ian  development    116 Nov 30 10:21 helloworld.C 

 
 
In this particular example, user ian's .bashrc file is owned by him and is in the ian group, which 
is his primary group. Similarly, /bin/bash is owned by user root and is in the group root. Howev-
er, helloworld.C is owned by user ian, but its group is development. User names and groups 
names come from separate namespaces, so a given name may be both a user name and a group 
name. In fact, many distributions default to creating a matching group for each new user. 
The Linux permission model has three types of permission for each filesystem object. The per-
missions are read (r), write (w), and execute (x). Write permission includes the ability to alter or 
delete an object. In addition, these permissions are specified separately for the file's owner, 
members of the file's group, and everyone else. 
Referring back to the first column of Listing 3, notice that it contains an eleven-character string. 
The eleventh character is a recent addition. We'll discuss it in a moment. The first character de-
scribes the type of object (- for an ordinary file in this example) and the remaining nine charac-
ters represent three groups of three characters. The first group indicates the read, write, and exe-
cute permissions for the file's owner. A - indicates that the corresponding permission is not 
granted. So user ian can read and write the .bashrc file, but not execute it; while root can read, 
write, and execute the /bin/bash file. The second group indicates the read, write, and execute 
permissions for the file's group. Members of the development group can read or write ian's hel-
loworld.C file, while everyone else can only read it. Similarly, members of the root group and 
everyone else can read or execute the /bin/bash file. 

The chown command 

The chown command is used to change the user and/or group which owns one 

or more files or directories. Its general format is : 

chown [-Rcfv] [username][:.][groupname] foo.txt 

The flags used above are same as those used in the chmod command . The 

following are the different ways in which this command can be used : 

 The username followed by a dot or colon followed by a groupname changes 

both the user and group ownerships to those specified. 

 
The username followed by a dot or colon and no groupname changes the 

user ownership as specified and changes the group ownership to the specified 

user?s login group. 

 

then only the groupownership is changed. This is effectively the same as 

the chgrp command. 



 
 

 

user ownership is changed. 

 

The 

chgrp command 

The chgrp command is used to change the group ownership of one or more files 

or directories. Its general syntax is : 

chgrp [-Rcfv] groupname foo.txt 

The flags used here are also the same as those in the chmod command. The 

changes in ownership are applied to the groupname and the filename specified. 
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Temporary disabling user account: - It is sometimes necessary to temporarily disable an account, 
without removing it. For example, the user might not have paid his fees, or the system adminis-
trator may suspect that a cracker has got the password of that account. The best way to disable an 
account is to change its shell into a special program that just prints a message. This way, whoev-
er tries to log into the account, will fail, and will know why. The message can tell the user to 
contact the system administrator so that any problems may be dealt with. 

It would also be possible to change the username or password to something else, but then the 
user won't know what is going on. Confused users mean more work. 

A simple way to create the special programs is to write 'tail scripts': 

 
    

 #!/usr/bin/tail +2 
 This account has been closed due to a security breach. 
 Please call 555-1234 and wait for the men in black to arrive.  



The first two characters ('#! ') tell the kernel that the rest of the line is a command that needs to 
be run to interpret this file. The tail command in this case outputs everything except the first line 
to the standard output. 

If user billg is suspected of a security breach, the system administrator would do something like 
this: 

 
    

 # chsh -s  
 /usr/local/lib/no-login/security billg 
 # su - tester 
 This account has been closed due to a security breach. 
 Please call 555-1234 and wait for the men in black to arrive. 
 #  

The purpose of the su is to test that the change worked, of course. 

Tail scripts should be kept in a separate directory, so that their names don't interfere with normal 
user commands. 

Becoming super user: - The super user, or root, is a special user account used for system admin-

istration. 

Linux super user 

In Linux and UNIX like computer operating systems, root is the conventional name of the user 

who has all rights or permissions (to all files and programs) in all modes (single- or multi-user). 

The root user can do many things an ordinary user cannot, such as changing the ownership of 

files and binding to ports numbered below 1024. The etymology of the term may be that root is 

the only user account with permission to modify the root directory of a UNIX system. 

Super user login - How to become Super user in Linux 

Under Linux (and other UNIX’s oses) you use command called su. It is used is used to become 

another user during a login session or to login as super user. If invoked without a username, su 

defaults to becoming the super user. It is highly recommend that you use argument - to su com-

mand. It is used to provide an environment similar to what the user root would expect had the 

user logged in directly. Type su command as follows: 



$ su - Output: 

Password: <TYPE ROOT PASSWORD> 

# 

Once you typed the root user password, you become super or root user. 

Getting system information: - There are a whole bunch of Linux commands to various things 

on our PC. Normally, we use only a handful of commands without knowing that there are many 

to be discovered, yet useful. Here’s a comprehensive list of Linux commands that you can use to 

get system information ranging from printing the current working directory to dumping kernel 

messages to avail many useful information. 

 

How to run these commands? 

All you have to do is, just open up a terminal and enter these commands. In order to open up a 

terminal, you can either go to Applications→Accessories→Terminal or you can simply 

pressAlt+F2 and type gnome-terminal. 

About the Scope 

Well, this article is intended for those who love using Linux with experience levels of newbie 

and average. Not for the so called “Advanced Users”. Otherwise we’ll have to make a never-

ending list of commands. 

The Command List 

1. pwd 

Prints the current working directory (Print Working Directory) 



2. hostname 

Print the name of the local host (the machine on which you are working). If you want to 

change the name of the machine, Use netconf (as root). 

3. id username 

Print user id (uid) and his/her group id (gid), effective id (if different than the real id) and 

the supplementary groups. 

4. whoami 

Prints your login name. 

5. date 

Print or change the operating system date and time. If you want to change the date and time 

to 2010-12-31 23:57 using this command: 

date 123123572010 

To set the hardware (BIOS) clock from the system (Linux) clock, use the command (as 

root)setclock 

6. who 

Determine the users logged on the machine. 

7. rwho -a 

(remote who) Determine all users logged on your network. The rwho service must be ena-

bled for this command to run. If it isn’t, install “rwho”. 

8. time 

Determine the amount of time that it takes for a process to complete + other info. Don’t 
confuse it with thedate command. E.g. I can find out how long it takes to display a directo-

ry content using: 

time ls 



9. finger username 

System info about a user. Try: finger root 

10. last 

Show listing of users last logged-in on your system. 

11. history | more 

Show the last (1000 or so) commands executed from the command line on the current ac-

count. The “| more” causes the display to stop after each screenful. 

12. uptime 

Show the amount of time since the last reboot. 

13. ps 

(Process Status) List the processes currently run by the current user. 

14. ps axu | more 

List all the processes currently running, even those without the controlling terminal, togeth-

er with the name of the user that owns each process. 

15. top 

Keep listing the currently running processes, sorted by cpu usage (top users first). In KDE, 

you can get GUI-based Ktop from “K”menu under “System”-”Task Manager” (or by exe-

cuting “ktop” in an X-terminal). 

16. uname -a 

(Unix Name with option “all”) Info on your (local) server. I can also use guname (in X-

window terminal) to display the info more nicely. 

17. free 

Memory info (in kilobytes). 



18. df -h 

(Disk Free) Print disk info about all the filesystems (in human-readable form) 

19. du / -bh | more 

(Disk Usage) Print detailed disk usage for each subdirectory starting at the “/” (root) direc-

tory (in human legible form). 

20. cat /proc/cpuinfo 

Cpu info–it show the content of the file cpuinfo. Note that the files in the /proc directory 

are not real files–they are hooks to look at information available to the kernel. 

21. cat /proc/interrupts 

List the interrupts in use. 

22. cat /proc/version 

Linux version and other info 

23. cat /proc/filesystems 

Show the types of filesystems currently in use. 

24. cat /etc/printcap 

Show the setup of printers. 

25. lsmod 

(As root. Use /sbin/lsmod to execute this command when you are a non-root user.) Show 

the kernel modules currently loaded. 

26. set|more 

Show the current user environment. 

27. echo $PATH 

Show the content of the environment variable “PATH”. This command can be used to show 

other environment variables as well. Use “set” to see the full environment. 



28. dmesg | less 

Print kernel messages (the content of the so-called kernel ring buffer). Press “q” to quit 

“less”. Use less /var/log/dmesg to see what “dmesg” dumped into this file right after the 

last system bootup. 

Users Command 

                         Output who is currently logged in according to FILE. If FILE is not speci-
fied, use /var/run/utmp. /var/log/wtmp as FILE is common. 
--help 
display this help and exit 
--version 
output version information and exit.  
 

Creating and Mounting File System: - After adding a new hard disk to RHEL, how do you 

create and auto mount Linux ext3 filesystem? In brief, there are 3 steps, i.e. create Linux parti-

tion then create ext3 filesystem and make Linux mount the new filesystem automatically. 

 

 

Although it is possible to create ext3 filesystem on entire hard disk without create single primary 

partition, it is better initialize the hard disk with a partition table prior to create filesystem onto it 

(to avoid unforeseen issue). 

 
Now, let’s go into detail of those 3 steps. The following steps are based on RHEL 5.2 but should 
be fit for reference if applied on other Linux distributions. Assuming the new hard disk is identi-
fied as /dev/sdb (2nd SCSI hard disk): 
 
How to create Linux partition table? 
 
Log in to Linux as root and execute fdisk to create 1 primary partition for entire hard disk, e.g.: 
 

[root@localhost]# fdisk /dev/sdb 

Device contains neither a valid DOS partition table, nor Sun, SGI or OSF disklabel. Building a 

new DOS disklabel. Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them. After 

that, of course, the previous content won't be recoverable. 

 

Warning: invalid flag 0x0000 of partition table 4 will be corrected by w(rite) 

 



Command (m for help): n 

Command action 

   e   extended 

   p   primary partition (1-4) 

p 

Partition number (1-4): 1 

First cylinder (1-261, default 1):Hit ENTER for default value 

Using default value 1 

Last cylinder or +size or +sizeM or +sizeK (1-261, default 261):Hit ENTER for default value 

Using default value 261 

 

Command (m for help): w 

The partition table has been altered! 

 

Calling ioctl() to re-read partition table. 

Syncing disks. 
 

Now, get fdisk to display partition table created in previous step: 

 

[root@localhost]# fdisk -l /dev/sdb 

 

Disk /dev/sdb: 2147 MB, 2147483648 bytes 

255 heads, 63 sectors/track, 261 cylinders 

Units = cylinders of 16065 * 512 = 8225280 bytes 

 

Device Boot    Start     End      Blocks   Id  System 

/dev/sdb1          1     261     2096451   83  Linux 
 

How to create Linux ext3 filesystem? 

 

This following command creates ext3 filesystem on the single primary partition (/dev/sdb1) and 

name the volume label as “/newfs”:  

 

mkfs -t ext3 -L /newfs -v /dev/sdb1 
 

Unless override by -m option, mkfs allocates 5% of the filesystem blocks as reserved space for 

super-user. Apparently, the default percentage allocates huge amount of reserved blocks on a 

terabytes hard disk / partition. 

 

http://www.walkernews.net/2011/01/22/why-the-linux-df-command-shows-lesser-free-disk-space/


How to mount new ext3 filesystem to Linux? 

 

Firstly, create a mount point (directory), e.g. mkdir /newfs. Then, it is ready to mount the ext3 

filesystem on /dev/sdb1 partition to /newfs (mount directory): 

 

mount -t ext3 /dev/sdb1 /newfs 
 

If there is no error, it should appear on df command. To unmount it, just execute umount /newfs. 

 

To make it auto mount on each boot-up, just edit /etc/fstab and append this line: 

 

LABEL=/newfs   /newfs   ext3   defaults   1   2 
 

Then, use either one of these two commands to confirm changes made on /etc/fstab: 

 

mount -t ext3 LABEL=/newfs /newfs 

mount /newfs 
 
If /etc/fstab errors are not corrected, Linux will not able to boot up until you fix the 
/etc/fstab file in single-user mode (see previous post on how to edit and save /etc/fstab 
file in maintenance mode). 
 

Backup and Restore file: - Performing regular backups should be considered one of a responsi-
ble system administrator's top priorities. Although Linux is an extremely reliable operating sys-
tem, failures can, do, and probably will occur. They may be caused by hardware failure, power 
outages, or other unforeseen problems. 

More likely will be those problems caused by human error, resulting in undesired changes to, or 
even deletions of, crucial files. If you are hosting users on your system, you will most certainly 
be requested to restore an inadvertently deleted file or two. 

If you perform regular backups, preferably on a daily basis (at least for user files which are up-
dated often), you will hopefully reduce the possibility of, and increase your recovery from, such 
file lossage. 

The safest method of doing backups is to record them on separate media, such as tape, removable 
drive, writeable CD, etc., and then store your backup sets in a location separate from your Linux 
system. Sometimes this may not be practical -- perhaps you do not have a fire-proof vault in 
which you can store your backup tapes! Or perhaps you do not have access to such an external 



backup system in the first place. Nonetheless, backups can still be performed, albeit on a slightly 
limited basis. 

At my place of employment, I perform backups on several Linux servers. Depending on the situ-
ation, some of these backup sets are written to tapes, others are written to a separate server over 
the network, while still others are simply written to a separate disk partition (for example, in the 
``/archive/'' file system) by an automatic cron job (perhaps because the server is in a remote loca-
tion, for which a daily visit to perform a tape backup is impractical or impossible). 

At home, I do not have an external backup system, nor do I have massive amounts of available 
disk space to write a backup image. Therefore, I instead back up only my user files on ``/home/'' 
as well as some customized configuration files in ``/etc/'', writing the backup set to a separate 
disk partition. 

OPTIONS: 
      

-f Used to specify the backup or dump file 

-C Used to compare dump-file with original file 

-i Restore in Interactive mode 

-v Displays Verbose Information 

-e Exclude inode while making backup 

 
    Commands used in interactive mode: 

ls List the files and directories in backup file 

add Add files in dump-file to current working directory 

cd Changes the directory 

pwd Displays the current working directory 

extract Extract the files from the dump 

quit Quit from the interactive mode 

 
 
 
EXAMPLE: 
      

1. To restore file and directories from backup-file : 

restore -if databack 

Where, 

i -To make restore with interactive mode 

f -To restore from the backup-file specifed 

databack -Is a name of backup-file or dump-file 



This command gets you to interactive mode as follows: 

restore > 

Now the following commands are entered to restore: 

restore > ls -Lists files and directories in dump file 

restore > add -add files to the current directory 

restore > ls -Lists the file added from the backup file to current directory 

restore > extract -Extracts the file from the backup file to current directory 

restore > quit -Quits from the interactive mode 

2. To compare and display any dump-file with the original file: 

restore -Cf databack 

This command will compare, 

-1 -Is the dump-level [1 specifies incremental backup] 

databackup -Is a dump-file [or backup-file] 

/home/user1/data -Is a directory for which a backup is created 

 

Taking backup using cpio: - The cpio command is one of the most commonly used Linux back 

up tools.  

 

The cpio command has two unusual features 

 

Unlike tar , in which the files to back up are typed in as part of the command, cpio reads the files 

to work with from the standard input (in other words, the screen).  

 

This feature means that cpio must be used as part of a multiple command or with a redirection 

pipe. Examples of this usage are shown in the tables below.  

 

cpio must always be used with one of three flags. Flags are options that set the mode in which 

the command runs. Only one flag can be used at a time, and it must come before any other op-

tions. In addition, the choice of flags limits the options that can be used. Each flag also has a gnu 

option that can used in its place. The gnu option gives a convenient name for each flag: extract, 

create, and pass- through. 

If you want to know more options and how to use check cpio man page 

http://www.die.net/doc/linux/man/man1/cpio.1.html


Backing Up using the cpio Command 
 
To do a backup, use cpio with a search command, such as find .  
 
The basic structure is: find -name string -print | cpio -o options > directory .  
 
In this example:  
 
The -name option for find lets you search for a string enclosed in double quotation marks. Meta-
characters can be used. The bar character ( | ) redirects the output of find to cpio .  
 
The -o flag sets cpio to create an archive file for backing up. 
 
The target is a directory.  
 
The > redirection operator redirects files to the location for the back up. Typically, this location 
is on a removable device. 

CPIO Command Examples 

Examples What it does 

1) cd /u/test 

2) find . -print | cpio -

ocv > /dev/fd0 

Reads file names using the find command and copies to the floppy drive 

(/dev/fd0). 

find . -cpio /dev/fd0 -

print 

Saves files in current directory and writes this info to floppy. Same 

command as above except much faster. 

1) cd /u/test 

2) cpio -icuvd < 

/dev/fd0 

Restore files and directories saved on the floppy device. These files are 

restored under the current directory (/u/test) Only if relative pathnames 

(./<filename>) were used. 

cpio -itvcC1 < 

/dev/rmt0 

List the table of contents from a tape device. 

1) cd /u/test 

2) find . -print | cpio -

dumpv /u/jerry 

Copies all files FROM one directory TO another WITHOUT changing 

the permissions, owner/group or modification date of the file. Use the 

following command to verify that all files were copied: 

find /u/test -print | 

wcfind /u/test1 -print 

| wc 

If the number of files encountered is the same for both directories its safe 

to assume that the directories are identical. NOTE: that the number of 

blocks allocated to the SOURCE directory (/u/test) may be larger than 



the DESTINATION directory (/u/test1), since compaction of the directo-

ry structure will have occurred at the destination end. 

cpio -imv 

/home/test/.profile < 

/dev/fd0 

Selectively restore the /home/test/.profile file from floppy 

cpio -i "*.f" "*.c" 

</dev/fd0 

Selectively restore only the *.f and *.c files from floppy 

 

Key option: - ssh-keygen [-q ] [-b bits ] -t type [-N new_passphrase ] [-C comment ] [-

f output_keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -p [-P old_passphrase ] [-N new_passphrase ] [-f keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -i [-f input_keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -e [-f input_keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -y [-f input_keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -c [-P passphrase ] [-C comment ] [-f keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -l [-f input_keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -B [-f input_keyfile ]  

ssh-keygen -D reader  

ssh-keygen -U reader [-f input_keyfile ]   

DESCRIPTION 

ssh-keygen generates, manages and converts authentication keys for ssh(1). ssh-keygencan cre-

ate RSA keys for use by SSH protocol version 1 and RSA or DSA keys for use by SSH protocol 

version 2. The type of key to be generated is specified with the -t option. 

Normally each user wishing to use SSH with RSA or DSA authentication runs this once to create 
the authentication key in $HOME/.ssh/identity $HOME/.ssh/id_dsa or $HOME/.ssh/id_rsa Addi-
tionally, the system administrator may use this to generate host keys, as seen in /etc/rc 

Normally this program generates the key and asks for a file in which to store the private key. The 
public key is stored in a file with the same name but ``.pub'' appended. The program also asks for 
a passphrase. The passphrase may be empty to indicate no passphrase (host keys must have an 
empty passphrase), or it may be a string of arbitrary length. A passphrase is similar to a pass-
word, except it can be a phrase with a series of words, punctuation, numbers, whitespace, or any 
string of characters you want. Good passphrases are 10-30 characters long, are not simple sen-
tences or otherwise easily guessable (English prose has only 1-2 bits of entropy per character, 

http://linux.about.com/library/cmd/blcmdl1_ssh.htm


and provides very bad passphrases), and contain a mix of upper and lowercase letters, numbers, 
and non-alphanumeric characters. The passphrase can be changed later by using the -p option. 

There is no way to recover a lost passphrase. If the passphrase is lost or forgotten, a new key 
must be generated and copied to the corresponding public key to other machines. 

For RSA1 keys, there is also a comment field in the key file that is only for convenience to the 
user to help identify the key. The comment can tell what the key is for, or whatever is useful. The 
comment is initialized to ``user@host'' when the key is created, but can be changed using the -
c option. 

After a key is generated, instructions below detail where the keys should be placed to be activat-
ed. 

The options are as follows: 

 Reconfiguration h/w with kudzu: - kudzu detects and configures new and/or changed hard-
ware on a system. When started, kudzu detects the current hardware, and checks it against a da-
tabase storedin /etc/sysconfig/hwconf, if one exists. It then determines if any hardware has been 
added or removed from the system. If so, it gives the users the opportunity to configure any add-
ed hardware, and unconfigure any removed hardware. It then updates the data-
base in /etc/sysconfig/hwconf. 

If no previous database exists, kudzu attempts to determine what devices have already been con-
figured, by looking at /etc/modprobe.conf, /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/, and 
/etc/X11/xorg.conf. 

Options 

--usage 

Show short usage message. 
--help, -? 

Print help information. 
-q, --quiet 

Run 'quietly'; do only configuration that doesn't require user input. 
-s, --safe 

Do only 'safe' probes that won't disturb hardware. Currently, this disables the serial probe, 
the DDC monitor probe, and the PS/2 probe. 

-t, --timeout [seconds] 
This sets the timeout for the initial dialog. If no key is pressed before the timeout elaps-
es, kudzu exits, and /etc/sysconfig/hwconf is not updated. 

-k, --kernel [version] 

mailto:user@host


When determining whether a module exists, use the specified kernel version. (If this is 
not set, it defaults to the current kernel version.) Do not specify suffixes such as 'smp' or 
'summit'; these are automatically searched. 

-b, --bus [bus] 
Only probe on the specified bus. 

-c, --class [class] 
Only probe for the specified class. 

-f, --file [file] 
Read hardware probe info from file file and do not do an actual probe. 

-p, --probe 
Print probe information to the screen, and do not actually configure or unconfigure any 
devices. 

Files 

/etc/sysconfig/hwconf 

Listing of current installed hardware. 
/etc/sysconfig/kudzu 

Configuration for the boot-time hardware probe. Set 'SAFE' to something other than 'no' 
to force only safe probes. 

/etc/modprobe.conf 
Module configuration file. 

/etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-* 
Network interface configuration files. 
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